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Bustami et.al RELATED WORK In this section, we present important studies that have 

been carried out in hadith data mining ana lysis, decision tree (C4.5) and naïve bayes 

algorithms. The reason for this study was due to the lack of complexity of analysis in 

determining the level of hadith.  

 

Naïve Bayes The Naïve Bayes algorithm is a classification method using probability and 

statistical methods. The Naïve Bayes algorithm predicts opportunities based on existing 

data so that it is known as the Bayes Theorem. Bayes's theorem is used to calculate 

posterior probabil ities, P (c | x), from P (c), P (x), and P (x | c).  

 

The classifier carried out by Naïve Bayes is by analyzing the effect of the (x) predictor 

value on a particular class (c) does not depend on other predictor values. This analogy is 

also called the conditi onal dependency class. • P (c | x) is a posterior probability (target) 

which is given a predictor value (attribute). • P(c) is the prior probability of class. • P(x|c) 



is the probability of predictor probability which is then given a class. • P(x) is the prior 

probability of predictor.  

 

Numerical variables must be transformed into existing categories before it forms its own 

frequency table. The other option is to distribute numeric variables to estimate the 

frequency. An example is to assume a normal distribution for numeric variables. The 

probability density function is for a normal distribution which is then defined by two 

parameters (mean and standard deviation).  

 

Profit information as the amount of information the district by each attribute can 

provide an ex planation of how predictor values affect the probability of class. Decision 

Tree (C4.5) C4.5 data mining algorithm is one of the algorithms used to classify or 

segment or classify and be predictive. Selection of good attributes is an attribute that 

allows getting the smallest decision tree size. Or attributes that can separate objects 

according to their class.  

 

Heuristically the attribute selected is the attribute that produces the most "purest" node. 

The size of the purity is expressed by the level o f impurity, and to calculate it, can be 

done using the concept of Entropy, Entropy states the impurity of a collection of objects.  

 

188 Eurasian Journal of Analytical Chemistry • S is a case set • k is the number of 

partitions S • pj is the probability obtained from Sum (Yes) divided by the Total Case 

Information gain is the most popular criterion for attribute selection. The C4.5 algorithm 

is the development of the ID3 algorithm. Because of this development, the C4.5 

algorithm has the same basic working principles as the ID3 algorithm. It's just that in t 

he C4.5  

 

algorithm the attribute selection is done by using Gain Ratio with the formula: • a = 

attribute • gain (a) = information gain on attribute a • Split (a) = split information in 

attribute a Attributes with the highest Gain Ratio value are selected as tes t attributes for 

vertices. With gain is information gain. This approach applies normalization to 

information gain by using what is called split information.  

 

SplitInfo states entropy or potential information with the formula: • S = space (data) 

sample used for training • A = attribute • Si = number of samples for attributes i where 

Xi represents the i subset in sample X. S = space (data) sample used for training. A = 

attribute. |Si| = the number of samples for the value of V. |S| = number of all data 

samples.  

 

Entropy (Si) = entropy for samples that have a value of i Data and Text Mining The 



difference between data mining, association rule mining, and text mining is that in text 

mining, patterns are extracted from natural language text, but data mining and 

association rule mining patterns are extracted from databases. The steps in the mining 

process are (Chiwara): • Text: This represents the given target document for mining in 

text format.  

 

• Text processing: This step concern to text clean up, format, tokenize and others. • Text 

transformation (attribute generation): Generates attributes from text that has be en 

processed based on the text provided • Attribute selection: Select attributes for mining 

data because not all attributes produced will be suitable for mining • Data Mining 

(Pattern discovery): Mine the selected attribute and then extract it according to the 

desired pattern. • Interpretation and evaluation: This is about what you are looking for in 

the next step, i.e.  

 

terminate, results that are perfect for the application that you want and so on. Many 

people do not know the difference between data mining and k nowledge discovery, 

others think that data mining is the main stage of the Knowledge Discovery in Database 

(KDD) process. KDD is based on the whole process that extracts useful knowledge from 

the amount of data available.  

 

Including evaluations to make deci sions about what is a requirement to become a 

knowledge. Whereas data mining refers to the application of algorithms to extract 

patterns from the data. KDD's steps are as follows, • Data Cleaning: Removing noise or 

outliers which interferes with data retriev aland inconsistent.  

 

• Data Integration: Combining data from considerable data sources • Data Selection: 

Relevant data by processing data from existing databases. 189 Bustami et.al • Data 

Transformation: Transforming or entering data into desired forms for data mining by 

conducting operations or aggregation. • Data Mining: Applying intelligent methods to 

extract data patterns that it have. • Pattern Evaluation: Evaluating data patternswich 

exists.  

 

• Knowledge Presentation: Representing knowledge collected. RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSIONS In this study, an application program was made using PHP's 

Promrograming language with the SQL database. In the application created, each 

algorithm has been included in the application.  

 

Matan: :( ?? ?? ) Translate in Indonesian: Dari Ali Radhiayallahu „Anhu, Rasulullah 

Shallallahu „Alaihi Wasallam bersabda: “Janganlah kamu mendahulukan orang-orang 

yang bodoh dari kamu (untuk menjadi iman) dalam shalat, juga janganlah 



mendahulukan untuk shalat atas jenazahmu sesungguhnya mereka adalah utusanmu 

untuk Rabbmu.” Table 1: The obtained results from Naïve Bayes experiments From the 

Naïve Bayes experiment table on the dataset, the highest accuracy is 94.5%, the lowest 

accuracy level is 38.48%, and the average accuracy is 64.91%. Results of the Decision 

Tree Experiment (C4.5) In the C4.5  

 

algorithm experiment, it is done by entering the same keyword as the Naive Bayes 

algorithm experiment. The following are the experimental results of the datasets that 

have been obtained using the C4.5 algorithm. From the C4.5 experiment table on the 

dataset, the highest accuracy is 95.01%, the lowest accuracy level is 53.03%, and the 

average accuracy is 72.73%.  

 

190 Eurasian Journal of Analytical Chemistry Validation Validation is an action that 

proves that a process/method can provide consistent results in accordance with 

established specifications and is well documented. After experimenting on the Naive 

Bayes and C4.5 algorithms, the following algorithm is obtained: Fig .1: Comparison Chart 

CONCLUSION The experimental results of the Decision Tree algorithm (C4.5), resulted in 

an accuracy rate of 7.81% greater than that of Naïve Bayes.  

 

From the results of the study, it can be concluded that the C4.5 algorithm has a better 

level of accuracy compared to Naïve Bayes for the classification of hadith levels. 

However, it is recommended for further research to experiment with other models so 

that a better level of accuracy can be obtained. REFERENCES [1] Brahimi, B.,  
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